1. SIGNIFICANCE:

This briefing board depicts seven VC/NVA military strongpoints in the Dak To/Trí border area of South Vietnam.

2. LOCATION:

The enemy activity is located in the South Vietnam/Cambodia/Laos border area, 270 miles north of Saigon.

3. BACKGROUND:

The Associated Press reported that four North Vietnamese infantry regiments of the 1st Division moved into the jungles surrounding Dak To during September and October 1967. The 40th regiment, a heavy weapons outfit carrying rockets, mortars and perhaps 75 mm pack artillery, was split between North and South forces.

From hilltop observation posts the North Vietnamese could clearly see the Dak To special forces camp and airstrip, the small town and district headquarters, refugee camps and the barracks of South Vietnam’s 42nd regiment.

Two casual contacts on 03 November 1967 began the first activity. Under the enemy plan, one regiment was to attack on 05 November while another regiment moved into blocking positions across Route 14. Other regiments were in reserve, but the 40th was to open with rockets, move...
INTO MORTAR RANGE AND COVER THE MAIN BATTLE.


BY 11 NOVEMBER THE FIGHTING HAD LAPPED, BUT THE NORTH VIETNAMESE REPEATEDLY MORTARED THE DAK TO AIRSTRIP AND OTHER MILITARY INSTALLATIONS ON 15 NOVEMBER. THERE WAS LIGHT MORTARING OF THE AIRSTRIP ON 16 NOVEMBER.

THE PRESS REPORTS HAVE INDICATED THAT THE COMMUNISTS ARE TRYING TO REINFORCE UNITS IN THE AREA, AND RENEWED FIGHTING IS EXPECTED AT ANY TIME. THE PROXIMITY OF THE BATTLEFIELD TO THE CAMBODIAN AND LAO BORDERS AND THE PRESENCE OF TROOP RESERVES ACROSS THE FRONTIER WOULD MAKE POSSIBLE THE RAPID RESUPPLY AND REINFORCEMENT OF THE VIET CONG AND NVA TROOPS COMMITTED TO THE DAK TO AREA.

4. MISSION READOUT:

REVEALS THE FOLLOWING SEVEN VC/NVA MILITARY STRONGPOINTS IN THE DAK TO/TRI BORDER AREA:

1) A STRONGPOINT AT UTM ZB01161 APPROXIMATELY THREE NM SOUTH OF DAK TO. THIS STRONGPOINT IS LOCATED THE CLOSEST TO DAK TO OF THE...
SEVEN STRONGPOINTS. (NOT DEPICTED ON GRAPHIC)

2) A STRONGPOINT AT UTM YB885321 consisting of two A/w positions and numerous foxholes.

3) A STRONGPOINT AT UTM YB832342 consisting of an A/w position and numerous foxholes.

4) A STRONGPOINT AT UTM YB830324, SIX NM FROM THE TRI BORDER AREA, CONSISTING OF NUMEROUS FOXHOLES AND A TRENCH SYSTEM.

5) A STRONGPOINT AT UTM YB838326 consisting of numerous foxholes and possibly numerous firing bays with an interconnecting trench system.

6) A STRONGPOINT AT UTM YB882328 APPROXIMATELY FOUR NM SOUTH OF A U.S. INSTALLATION ON ROUTE 14 AT UTM YB894406. THE STRONGPOINT CONSISTS OF NUMEROUS A/W POSITIONS, FOXHOLES, AND HUTS.

7) A STRONGPOINT AT UTM YB859310 APPROXIMATELY THREE NM NORTH OF A U.S. INSTALLATION LOCATED ON ROUTE 512 AT UTM YB876260. THE STRONGPOINT CONSISTS OF AT LEAST THREE A/W POSITIONS, ONE LONG TRENCH/DITCH, NUMEROUS FOXHOLES ENCIRCLING A HILL, AND PROBABLE STACKED OPEN STORAGE.

ALSO OBSERVED IS HILL 1338 LOCATED AT UTM YB988152 WITH NO DISCERNIBLE ENEMY ACTIVITY.

HILLS 889 AND 875 THAT ARE DEPICTED ON THE LOCATER MAP HAVE BEEN RECENTLY INVOLVED IN HEAVY FIGHTING.
5. REMARKS:

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORTED ON 17 NOVEMBER 1967 THAT THE
U.S. 4TH INFANTRY DIVISION SEIZED THE CREST OF HILL 1338 LOCATED
FOUR MILES SOUTH OF THE DAk TO AIRSTRIP OVERLOOKING THE ALLIED
HOLDINGS. THE LOSS OF HILL 1338, NAMED FOR ITS HEIGHT IN METERS,
DEPRIVED THE NORTH VIETNAMESE OF AN EXCELLENT POSITION FOR DEPLOY-
MENT OF ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY.
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